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POAL Focus
We’re nearly at the end of
another financial year, and
again it’s shaping up to be a
good one. The main reason is
Auckland’s growth, a doubleedged sword which brings
traffic congestion and housing
problems, but also seemingly
endless growth in the freight we
handle. As the population grows,
so does the freight demand.
The results for the first half of this
financial year were a good pointer
for the full year. Financially we were
slightly ahead of the same period last
year but what I find more interesting
is how the freight volumes are
growing and why.
The biggest growth in the first
six months of the year was cars,
which continued to arrive in record
numbers. We were up over 17% in
the first six months and in March
2017 we set a record for the number
of cars handled in a month: 28,671.
April was so busy we had a less
positive indicator: 10 days with at
least one ship waiting at anchor, a
first for Ports of Auckland.
But it is not just cars. This coming
cruise season we are expecting
around 120 ship visits, up over 15
from the previous season. Cement
volumes are through the roof, up

40% in two years, as Auckland
frantically tries to build its way out of its
infrastructure and housing problems.
Even containers are up, despite
intense competition for volume in the
North Island. For our first six months
volumes were up 4%, healthy growth
in what is a mature market. The full
year is looking similarly positive.
This growth is great for the port and
for our owners, Auckland ratepayers,
who last year got the equivalent of a
4.4% rate cut thanks to the dividend
from the port. But as with housing
and transport, this growth is not
without problems.
As mentioned above, in April we had
a number of ships which had to wait
at anchor for a berth or wait at berth
until space could be created on port
for them to unload. While April was
an unusual month with three public
holidays and the Masters Games
resulting in slower clearance times
from the wharf, having ships wait
at anchor is happening more often
and it’s not ideal. With this volume
of vehicles and other growth on the
general cargo wharves, we need
more space.
There are several ways we could
address this: The standard way
would be to extend wharves and
reclaim more land, but we tried

that and faced public and political
opposition. As a result of the furore
around our wharf extension attempt,
Auckland Council organised the Port
Future Study to find a way round
the problem. The study suggested
building a new wharf (on piles, not
reclamation) at the north of Bledisloe
terminal and a car handling building
at the south. A compromise that
avoids reclamation but delivers a
new berth and additional vehicle
handling area.
Even that compromise faces
opposition. A number of community
and political leaders have said
quite clearly that they oppose any
extension at all into the harbour.
There are similar problems in the
cruise industry. We used to berth
long cruise ships at our general
wharves, but that was when there
was less freight and only one long
cruise ship visit every two years.
Now we no longer have the option
of using Jellicoe wharves, and we
are having to turn away enquiries
for ships over 320m due to the
lack of suitable infrastructure. The
proposal by Council agency Panuku
Development Auckland (which owns
the main cruise berth at Queens
Wharf) for a dolphin to berth ships
over 320 metres has run into the
same opposition as our Bledisloe
wharf extensions.
So what do we do? We can’t do
much on the cruise front, we don’t
own the infrastructure. We have

Tony Gibson, CEO Ports of Auckland

to leave that to Auckland Council.
There’s no sign of a new port being
built, so that’s not going to come
and rescue us. Northport, often cited
as the saviour for the Auckland car
‘problem’ is – literally – miles away,
in distance and capability. Not least
because you can’t just move the
used cars to Northport as some
suggest: Used cars, new cars, heavy
vehicles and other oversize cargo
all comes in on the same ships, so
you’d have to move the entire vehicle
and ‘high & heavy’ industry.
We have been looking at how a car
handling building could work and
how it could be designed to both
serve the car trade and create a
social, visual and environmental
benefit for Auckland. There is a lot
of potential in this area and a good
level of support for the idea. But we
will also need berth space and that
means we’ll have to have a difficult
conversation with the people of

Auckland to see if we can reach
an agreement on a way forward.
This time round we’ll have a full
consultation and try to involve as
many people as possible. It will be
important for you, our customers and
stakeholders, to take an active part in
this process so your voice is heard. If
you don’t speak up, you don’t exist.
As a community we often seem
to dance around these important
issues. It’s been decades since
Auckland’s erstwhile and farsighted
Mayor Robbie, first suggested rail
for Auckland and we’re only now
addressing housing and roading
issues. The port is no different. We
are lucky decisions made nearly
two decades ago, combined with
automation, have given us the
container terminal capacity we
need for the future. We need to do
the same for cruise and the vehicle
industry. These problems aren’t
going away.

Operations Review

Automation Work Underway
Preparatory work is underway
for POAL’s container terminal
semi-automation installation.
Due for completion mid 2019,
the plan will make POAL the first
NZ port and the only container
terminal in the world to apply
this style of automation which
incorporates automated yard
and truck grid operation with
manned straddle carriers serving
the ship-to-shore cranes.
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Ross Clarke, POAL Automation
Project Manager, reports that work
in progress includes production
of the automated straddles in
Germany where the first machines
are ready for testing. “This is a long
process; although the straddles
when ready for work at POAL, will
be 15.8m tall to stack 4 containers
high, they are initially assembled
on short legs to make it easier to
move them round the factory test
area. The first batch of straddles
will then be disassembled for
transfer to another test site where
they will be reassembled for further
testing. Finally they are then again
disassembled ready for shipment

to POAL where we expect to take
delivery of the first of the automated
straddles in late December 2017.
They will then be reassembled at
POAL Engineering before transfer to
a new dedicated test area in the North
East corner of the container terminal
where they will be further tested and
commissioned. So, it’s a very thorough
and extensive testing programme.”
He says that customers will soon
see preparatory work underway
with trenches being dug to prepare
for laying of fibre optic cables and
installation of fences forming part
of the extensive safety systems
required for automated straddle
operations. Meanwhile, behind the
scenes, the Port’s Operations and IT
Departments are writing information
to support the automation
programme software-writers in the
Netherlands. “For them, we need
to precisely define and document
the step by step details of the
daily procedure we expect to be
following in the new automated
system. That material will be used
by the Netherlands team to write the
software. Further ahead, we will use

that to write our Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs).”
Commenting on the impact of semi
automation on POAL’s productivity
and container handling operation
in general, Ross Clarke confirmed
that POAL’s current productivity is
very high – up to world standard
high: “The difference between our
plan and fully automated container
terminals, is that we are NOT
automating our entire straddle
operation. Automated straddles will
load/unload trucks and operate in
the container yard. We will maintain
our manual straddle operation for
the transfer of containers to and
from the stack and the ship-toshore cranes. We have adopted
this approach because industry
experience has shown that
automation is more complex in
this area and that it delivers lower
productivity than POAL currently
achieves. So this automated/
manual combination is the key
element in our new semi-automated
operation that we are confident will
enable the maintenance of our high
level of productivity”.
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New Cross Dock for
South Auckland Freight Hub
Reinhold Goeschl

In the continued expansion and
development of its Freight Hub
network, POAL’s original hub at
Wiri in south Auckland, is now
a fully fledged freight hub.
In June it opened a new Cross Dock
3,500 sqm warehouse to handle
cargo for importers, exporters and
freight forwarders, to cross-dock
cargo from one transport unit to
another. “Wiri now operates as a
one-stop freight hub “, says Reinhold
Goeschl, POAL General Manager
Supply Chain. “We have rail and road

The new Cross Dock at POAL Wiri Freight Hub

access with direct transfers to
and from our seaport and links to
our other Freight Hubs around the
North island.”
Wiri facilities now include rail and
road access and transfers; a full
container yard – for container
storage and/or delivery or moving
to the Cross Dock for processing;
an empty container yard; Cross
Docking for chilled, frozen and
ambient product; a separate
11,800 sqm coldstore run by
PolarCold which is in the process

of commissioning a new Blast
Freezer to expand the service
offering to provide for a wider
range of product for freezing eg,
produce such as chicken which
demands blast freezing rather than
traditional freezing.
Development work is progressing
at POAL’s newest site, the Waikato
Freight Hub on 33ha at Northgate,
Horotiu, where earthworks
continue to level the site in
preparation for bridging, paving
and building.

Supply Chain

Investing in the Supply Chain
to Drive Value for NZ Inc

Auckland Cruise Boom Town
2017 winners of the Global
Port Forum’s Cruise Terminal
Operator of the Year Award,
POAL is in the midst of another
record breaking cruise season.
February 2017 saw the busiest
month when 31 cruise ship visits
brought 89,516 passengers
and crew to Auckland. Cruise
ship visits into Auckland will
increase from 40 in 2006 to
104 by September 2017.
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POAL Chief Executive Tony Gibson
congratulated the Port Company’s

cruise team for an ‘outstanding
performance’ in February when it
handled multiple ships in port on the
same day including the port’s first ever
simultaneous four-ship visit. Three of
those ships undertook full exchanges
bringing in 4,550 passengers to
Auckland while February also saw
NZ’s largest ever single, full exchange
with a 6,032 passenger exchange on
the Emerald Princess.
The NZ Cruise industry representative
body Cruise NZ, estimates that
this 2016/17 cruise season will
add NZ$490M to the NZ economy

and over NZ$220 to the Auckland
regional economy where the industry
is worth nearly 4,000 jobs.
Cruise line customers into Auckland,
include long standing callers and a
growing number of newcomers –
the big names are Royal Caribbean
along with Carnival and many of its
subsidiaries including P&O, Princess,
Cunard, Holland America Line,
Seabourne and Costa. As POAL
Cruise Manager Ben Wilkinson
explains, the rapidly escalating
popularity of cruising (globally) is
extending the Australasian cruise
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‘season’ (where traditionally the
majority of the cruise ships visit
November-March), to a longer
duration spanning the entire calendar
year. “We’ve now got cruise ships
based here for a large part of the
year. With Kiwis joining the cruise
boom trend, superliners such
as Pacific Jewel will be based in
Auckland for six months in 2018
running its Pacific Island cruise
programme.”
He says that Auckland is seeing
a number of new cruise lines:
last year saw the introduction of
Royal Caribbean Line’s Azmara.
This season, Norwegian Cruise
Lines made its maiden call to
NZ and next season will see the
introduction of AIDA Cruises and
Viking Cruises. This season there
were nine maiden cruise ship visits
to Auckland including the Pacific
Aria, Emerald Princess, Maasdam,
Europa 2, Magellan, Norwegian Star,
Seabourne Encore, Azmara Journey
and the Ovation of the Seas. “Many
of our regulars are increasing ship
numbers and port calls and a lot
of newbuilds and newer ships are
coming through now. The biggest of
course was the Ovation of the Seas
carrying 4,900 passengers.”
Cruise lines, passengers and crews
all say that Auckland’s biggest cruise
selling point is the proximity of the
port to the city. “That is certainly a
big drawcard but also too, we have
great shore excursion opportunities

in Auckland plus, without blowing
our own trumpet too much, we
do have an excellent reputation
for our operating procedures – as
reflected in the Award” comments
Ben Wilkinson.” He explains that
liaison between the parties involved
in a cruise ship call or an exchange,
is challenging: “There are so many
working a cruise ship call from
ourselves at POAL to NZ Customs,
MPI, (Ministry for Primary Industry),
ISS McKay ships’ agency, the shore
excursions operators and ground
handlers Renaissance Tours and ID
Tours, stevedores, baggage porters,
traffic management, X-Ray services
and security. Getting all the parties
together in the right place at the right
time is a logistical challenge.”
Of the 31 cruise ship visits in
February alone, 16 were full
exchanges, seven transit visits and
eight partial exchanges. “Auckland
is the prime cruise exchange port in
NZ and that’s an important position
to hold because those full exchanges
(passengers disembarking and new
passengers embarking) are worth
significantly more to the Auckland
economy than day calls.” Ben Wilkinson
reports that POAL is now seeing more
lines and more ships lining up for NZ
cruising and for Auckland calls. “NZ
is an attractive cruise destination
but Auckland is also benefiting from
congestion in Sydney”.
As the international cruise business
continues to grow by 9% a year

with ship builders cruise ship order
books full, the superliner Ovation of
the Seas is rapidly being overtaken
by other behemoths with several on
order with capacity for 5,000 to 5,400
passengers. This shift towards large
scale cruise ships presents serious
challenges for ports like Auckland
where the infrastructure is
insufficient to handle such large
cruise ships. When it called
Auckland, Ovation of the Seas had
to sit in the inner harbour while
passengers were transferred to shore
via the ship’s tender craft – not an
ideal situation from the cruise line’s
perspective or one that provides the
best passenger experience.
With Sydney facing congestion and
restrictions due to the height of the
harbour bridge, Auckland has an
excellent opportunity to take the lead
as major cruise hub for the South
Pacific. All Auckland needs is longer
wharves. Unfortunately that is turning
into a big ask with a divide between
those wanting to see the cruise
industry grow and contribute to
both Auckland and the NZ economy
and others opposed to any further
wharf construction or extension in
the Waitemata harbour. Auckland
Council which owns the main cruise
berth at Queens Wharf, will have to
build new infrastructure – of some
sort and it is currently battling with
this conundrum. POAL has fingers
crossed for a rapid resolution.

Supply Chain

Auckland The Best
Place For Car Imports
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Kiwis love their cars and it
seems they love them more
and more. In 2016 there were
record new vehicle sales – up
9.5% to 146,753 new vehicle
registrations. That included
an 8% increase in passenger
vehicles and a 13% increase in
commercial vehicles. In the last
financial year, POAL handled
almost 250,000 vehicles which
averages out at just over 20,000
a month. Half these cars are
sold in Auckland and the rest
are processed in Auckland
and sold across the country.

Last year was busy but this year,
2017, is shaping up to be a monster.
Eight out of the nine months this
financial year have seen over 23,000
cars through the port. In March
the monthly record was smashed
with 28,671 cars handled. There
were 18 specialist car carrier visits
to POAL in March 2017 alone plus
further imports on reefer vessels.
The car trade was a contributor to
a substantial increase in business
at POAL’s General Cargo Wharves
where every type of cargo has
increased over recent years including
cement volume which have increased
by 40% in the last two years.

The vehicle trade is a large part of
POAL’s business and consequently,
a significant contributor to the
dividend the port pays to its
owner Auckland Council and its
stakeholders, Auckland ratepayers.
When off-port activity, compliance,
processing and so on, is added in,
then it is clear that the car industry is
of high value to Auckland. However
for some Aucklanders, the sight
of cars parked on POAL’s General
Cargo wharves is unwelcome and
this has led to murmurings about
relocating POAL’s vehicle import
trade to places North – ie Northport
near Whangarei.
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Studies show that moving the vehicle
sea import trade away from Auckland
would increase car transport costs
by NZ$85-91M a year as well as
increasing the cost per car to the
buyer. The NZ vehicle import trade
is centred on Auckland because it is
where most cars are sold making it
the most efficient, least cost location,
to import vehicles to NZ.
Michael Barnett, Chief Executive of
Auckland Chamber of Commerce,
recently examined the implications
of such a move, for the roads into
Auckland:
‘Currently Auckland imports around
21,000 vehicles every month, or
252,000 a year. 80% of those
imported vehicles are for customers
in south Auckland. The car carrying
trucks on average take about eight
vehicles. The industry advises that
over a 24 hour cycle there would
be a heavy truck on the road to and
from Auckland/Northport every twothree minutes.
‘The pressure on the bridge and the
state highway between Northland
and South Auckland would not
cope. The freight sector is already
under notice that trucks will be
restricted to centre lanes of the
harbour bridge from around 2020
due to stress on the clip-on lanes.
Having a state highway clogged
with more freight trucks would be
untenable for Northland tourism…
I am told that on current import
schedules, an additional 55,000

kms would be travelled by trucks
every day, a NZ$35M capital spend
for those trucks would be required,
140 additional drivers needed, and
the increased cost to clients per year
would be NZ$90M.
‘None of these numbers take into
account Auckland congestion delays,
likely increased accident rates and
the impact on POAL’s bottom line and
dividend return to Auckland ratepayers
if it ‘lost’ the car import trade.’
Auckland Chamber of Commerce has
suggested a covered car handling
building with ‘some green open space
Car carrier Tokyo Car at POAL

on top’ on the general cargo wharves
to ‘hide’ the cars. Not a bad idea and
one the port says it will be looking
into. POAL’s efficient vehicle handling
process means most cars are off
the port in under three days. But the
port is continuing to look for ways
to improve processes and operating
systems, to speed up turnaround, to
reduce vehicle dwell time at the port
and to move the cars off the port
faster still. If the cars can be handled
in Auckland in such a way that
removes the visual downside while
retaining the economic upside, it’s a
win for everyone.

Alliances and their Impact

Alliances, Mergers & Acquisitions
– the Impact on NZ
As has been frequently observed,
there is a certain irony in
the 1 April (April Fool’s Day)
date chosen as the launch
of the three big shipping
Alliances that will control a
high percentage of global
container shipping volume.
With their operational East/West focus
on the Asia/Europe and Trans/Pacific
trades, the three major vessel-sharing
container shipping Alliances are:
2M – Maersk and MSC
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THE Alliance – Hapag-Lloyd, Yang
Ming, KLine, NYK, MOL.

OCEAN – CMA CGM, ChinaCOSCO,
Evergreen, OOCL.
2016 was a year of intense M&A
(Merger and Acquisition) activity and
consolidation continues:
• CMA CGM acquired Singapore’s
NOL and its container unit APL.
• China’s two biggest shipping
lines China Shipping and COSCO
merged.
• Hapag-Lloyd is in the process
of acquiring United Arab Shipping
(UASC).
• Maersk is in the process of
acquiring Hamburg Sud.
• OOCL is tipped for potential sale.

Analyst Alphaliner forecasts that just
14 global container carriers will be
operating by 2018 with the top seven
controlling 65% of the capacity.
What then are the likely impacts
of this significant consolidation in
global container shipping on the
NZ trade? To some extent NZ will
be insulated from major ‘damage’
since the new Alliances are East/
West trade focused. That said, the
lines’ deployment of increased vessel
capacity, their repositioning and
redeployment moves in readiness
for their Alliance roles, will inevitably
cascade tonnage onto smaller trades
like NZ where the capacity may not
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be suitable – or needed – an effect
already apparent.
Of real concern is the Maersk/
Hamburg Sud merger which
effectively removes the last remaining
top 10 operator with a strong North/
South trade focus. Since it pioneered
container shipping into NZ via Ports
of Auckland in 1971, Hamburg Sud
(through its subsidiary Columbus
Line) has developed a strong regional
focus with its primary North/South
service structure, strong reefer focus
and excellent reputation in NZ.
Alphaliner estimates that in 2015
Hamburg Sud had a 26% container
volume market share ex US to
Australia/NZ and 42% ex Australia/
NZ to US while Maersk had 9% and
12% respectively.

Mike Knowles, Shipping Manager
Zespri and President of the NZ
Shippers Council

Mike Knowles, President of the
NZ Shippers Council, outlines his
organisation’s concerns, particularly
about the Maersk/Hamburg Sud
takeover: “With Maersk/Hamburg
Sud we have the merger of the 1st

and 2nd ranked container operators
in the NZ trade. Globally the impact
of that merger will be less with
Maersk having some 15.7% global
market share and Hamburg Sud just
3%. By contrast, studies show that
on the NZ trade in total, Maersk has
an estimated 35% market share and
Hamburg Sud 17% which gives the
merged force a concerning 50%+
market share.” (It is relevant here
to observe that the maintenance of
the acquired market share depends
on the success of the merger
and integration process. Drewry
estimates that when Maersk took
over P&O Nedlloyd (PONL), Maersk
lost 53% of PONL’s market share.
Similarly, when Hapag-Lloyd bought
CP Ships, it lost an estimated 48% of
the acquired market share.)
The NZ Shippers Council is assisting
the NZ Commerce Commission
(NZCC) with its targeted market
enquiry about the Maersk/Hamburg
Sud takeover (which is still going
through the regulatory process)
to examine the anti-competitive
scenario. While the NZCC has
no jurisdiction over the sale and
purchase of a shipping line in
a foreign country, it does have
the power to ensure that Line’s
operation in NZ complies with the
NZ Commerce Act and the section
governing competition.
Mike Knowles voices other shipper
concerns about the Alliances: He
points to shippers’ loss of control

over the actual shipping line that
is delivering a service: “There is
now longer any guarantee to a
customer that their box will be on
a specific ship rather than on one
of the Alliance partners’ ships.
However, that’s the new reality
of global shipping. The Alliances
may be a necessary development
for the economic wellbeing of the
shipping industry but that likely
means bigger carriers, offering fewer
service options and less choice for
shippers.”
He says that the NZSC supports the
Global Shippers Forum (GSF) call:
• to ensure sufficient independent
competition on key trades.
• to repeal existing exemptions
from anti-trust laws and
implement effective monitoring of
Alliances with direct intervention
to preserve competition where
appropriate.
Another likely impact of the Alliances
on NZ shippers – importers and
exporters, is that, in their formation
of their new networks, a high number
of direct port to port combinations
are being removed from the network.
At the same time there is a great
loss in service frequency according
to SeaIntel which says that 135 out
of 354 remaining port pairs expect a
decrease in service frequency. That
then leads to more cargo needing to
be transhipped – albeit with fewer
transhipment port options!

Sustainability

Poal Gets with Sustainability
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Business is at a turning point on
the issue of Sustainability. There
is now widespread realisation
and acceptance of the necessity
to turn away from fossil fuels.
And according to NZ Business
‘the pressure to demonstrate
Sustainability is mounting.
Companies are increasingly
expected to measure,
manage and communicate
their environmental and
social impacts throughout
the Supply Chain where
Sustainability credentials
are being demanded by both
customers and suppliers’.

Over the past decade Ports
of Auckland has taken various
Sustainability initiatives – eco friendly
straddles and other equipment,
‘greener’ systems and the like. Today
Sustainability at the port is being
treated to Strategic Planning. POAL’s
stated ambition is to be the most
Sustainable port in NZ and to be a
pioneer in Sustainability within the
ports and associated industry. POAL
aims to be carbon neutral by 2015
and to have zero emissions by 2040.
Towards that goal the Company
has embarked on a new formalised
Sustainability initiative that reflects
its commitment to ‘ providing
a safe, healthy and sustainable

environment for staff, customers and
stakeholders’. And to improving its
Sustainability practices.
With the focus on creating a strategic
Sustainability framework, a number
of pilot projects are already underway
to help build the capability. Short and
long terms goals have been identified
and set. From within POAL, Rosie
Mercer has been appointed to the
new role of Manager Sustainable
Business Improvement in which role,
she is to be assisted by Head of
Communications, Matt Ball who adds
Sustainability to his management
portfolio.
He explains that after a somewhat
piecemeal approach, POAL has
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adopted the strategic approach
to enable greater focus on all key
areas of Sustainability which include
financial, manufactured, intellectual,
human, social, relationship and
environmental. “We believe we have
the ability to deliver some potentially
significant outcomes both on-port, at
our freight hubs, in our surrounding
community and by acting as a
catalyst for change up and down the
Supply Chain”.
Among the Port’s early Sustainability
projects are measures to reduce the
use of fuel and power and to reduce
water, air and noise pollution. Earlier
this year POAL became the first NZ
port to install LED floodlighting now
up and running in the general cargo
area. Delivering significant power
saving, it will be extended to the
container terminal over the next two
years in line with the introduction of
semi-automation.
To reduce the impact of trucking on
the port’s neighbours, POAL has ‘put
considerable effort’ into increasing
its rail throughput on return shuttle
services between the seaport and the
freight hub at Wiri in South Auckland.
POAL rail volume has now exceeded
100,000 TEU pa which the Company
calculates took 53,500 TEU off local
roads in 2016. POAL’s goal is to
move 35% of total throughput on rail.
A new Pilot boat was commissioned
last year. It uses a third less fuel
than its predecessor. Since 2014

the Port has been operating a
fleet of eco-straddle carriers all of
which are highly fuel efficient. A
fleet of automated straddles will be
introduced by mid 2019 with the
installation of the container terminal
semi-automation plan. They will
use up to 10% less fuel, reduce
carbon emissions and therefore
reduce the carbon footprint. They
have the advantage of needing less
maintenance and repair, less terminal
lighting thus reducing energy use,
lower cost and less light pollution.
They also operate more quietly
thus reducing noise impact on
neighbouring communities – always
an issue for an inner city port.
With its highly successful, high
growth cruise business, POAL has
commissioned a feasibility study
to look at alternative methods for
powering cruise ships when in port.
Currently ships in port need to keep
their own generators running to
provide onboard power. By providing
shore-based power, POAL would
be able to reduce locally generated
emissions and shipping’s carbon
footprint. It’s worth noting that the
power level needed to power the big
cruise ships is similar to that needed
to empower a small town!
A major POAL environmental
achievement to date is its
contribution to the reduction in the
ship-caused fatalities among the
Hauraki Gulf’s protected community
of Brydes Whales. A three year

initiative to reduce ship speeds through
the Hauraki has succeeded in reducing
average speeds from 14 knots to
10.5 knots and in zero Brydes whale
fatalities over the past two years.
POAL’s long term Sustainability goals
include:
• Carbon Neutral
• Zero emissions
• Net positive for energy
• Contribute to the beauty of
Auckland’s skyline
• Zero waste
• Driving Auckland’s green economy
• Become the go-to partner for
Sustainable shippers and carriers
with Sustainability a key component
of the value proposition.
POAL is a member of the NZ Sustainable
Business Council

Market Round Up

Appointments
With preparatory work already
underway for the Container
Terminal Automation project,
POAL has appointed Mohamed
Abedelmageed as Operations
Project Manager Automation. He will
be working with Automation Project
Manager Ross Clarke and POAL
General Manager Port Operations,
Allan D’Souza.
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With the plan to establish a
Sustainability business unit at POAL,
Chief Executive Tony Gibson, has
announced a change in role for
Rosie Mercer and Matt Ball from
within POAL. He said the initiative
and the new roles ‘signal our goal to
move towards a more sustainable
organisation’. Previously in the
port’s Infrastructure Team where
she oversaw the environmental role,
Rosie Mercer will be taking on the
position of Manager Sustainable
Business Improvement ‘to facilitate
strategic business improvement
initiatives across different business
units, with a particular focus on
ensuring that such initiatives are
aligned to our intent to build a
sustainable organisation and that
stakeholders are involved in the
process’ . He said the Sustainability
initiative impacts on all areas of the
port and its operations. “It is also
significant for our relationships with
our external stakeholders and so

POAL Head of Communications,
Matt Ball, will add Sustainability to
his Management portfolio. Rosie and
Matt will work on pulling together
a framework and implementation
strategy over the coming months”
Tony Gibson said.
Well known NZ shipping personality
Noel Coom formerly of ANZDL
fame and more recently of ANL
is stepping back from his day to
day managerial role to carry out
projects for the company which
is part of the CMA CGM Group.
He will be replaced as General
Manager ANL by Graeme Brown
who has previously held positions
with COSCo, China Shipping and
CMA CGM. Another long standing
member of the NZ shipping fraternity,
Geoff Davy has retired from NYK
where he is replaced by Brook
Paviour. South Pacific shipping
expert, John MacLennan, has
retired for the second time after
piloting the start-up of the US-based
Matson Navigation’s new South
Pacific operation MSP, since late
2012 when Matson purchased Reef
Shipping. After 50 years in the south
Pacific shipping business, John
MacLennan is succeeded by former
Matson Pacific Northwest Operations
Manager Greg Chu as MSP General
Manager based in Auckland.

Rosie Mercer & Matt Ball are developing
POAL’s new Sustainability strategy.

Noel Coom
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POAL In the Community
45 years young and fighting fit,
POAL’s Round The Bays fun-run
2017 had another resounding
success with thousands turning out
to run the 8.4 Km route around the
bays from Quay Street in the CBD,
past POAL and on to St Heliers Bay.
Each year Round the Bays donates
money to selected beneficiary
charities – this year $50,000 was split
between Child Cancer Foundation,

Great Potentials Foundation and
Variety – the Children’s Charity. The
event also allows participants to raise
money for their own charity.
A further NZ$53,000 was raised for
Ronald McDonald House Charities
at the annual POAL Golf day earlier
in the year when a full field of 120
industry players and POAL donated
generously to the cause.

Right: POAL CEO Tony Gibson presents the POAL Golf Day cheque to
Wayne Howett, CEO Ronald McDonald House Charities NZ.

The Age
of the
MegaMaxis
A few supersize container ships
have been delivered recently or
are due for delivery shortly. They
include MOL’s 20,179 TEU MOL
Triumph delivered in March. That will
be superseded by the 20,568 TEU
Madrid Maersk due for delivery mid
2018 but that too will be eclipsed
by OOCL’s megamaxi 21,100 TEU
Hong Kong to be delivered this year.

Big Chill For
Hapag-Lloyd

RIP Ewen
Grant

In the process of taking over United
Arab Shipping (UASC) and up and
running as a member of the newly
launched THE Alliance, HapagLloyd has deployed a new fleet
of 20ft reefer containers. The Line
says the new Daikin Zeister reefers
have the latest ‘inverter technology’
for improved temperature control.
An allocation of the new reefers is
already in use on Hapag-Lloyd’s NZ
service carrying chilled meat and
other product to Europe.

The NZ shipping industry lost one
of its well known, well liked and
respected characters in April with
the sad death of Ewen Grant after
a battle with cancer. He worked in
the industry in NZ for many years
with various companies from the
Shipping Corporation to Japan Line
and formed a strong knowledge and
association with the Pacific Island
trades through his work with Pacific
Forum Line, Reef and more recently
PDL. He is survived by his wife Julie
and two sons Jack and Rory.
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